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as disruptive innovation 13
see also disruptive innovation
expansion of global market 22
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military 24
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see also third-party liability
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Article 31 196
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operator certificate (ROC) 105
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strategy 165
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military 24, 32
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UA (Unmanned Aircraft) 44
all being subject to scope of
Chicago Convention Article 8
44–5
balloons 4, 33–4, 38
definition 44
drones see drones
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kites 3–4, 78, 114
multicopters 67
not vehicles 38, 44
operators 44
radio-controlled aircraft 4
recreational see recreational aircraft
regulation 38–9, 40–42
systems see UAS
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
see UAV
see also Chicago Convention
UAS (Unmanned Aircraft System)
carriage of passengers 151–2
categories see UAS categories
classification see classification
definition 44, 151
as disruptive innovation 9–13
in EU 154–6
harmless 73, 75
international flights
and IFR 157–8
special authorisation 153–4
see also special authorisation
JARUS classifications 79–80
large 68
managers 108
marking and identification 77–8
military 32
NATO classification 64
no passengers 54
regulating 39, 40–42
see also regulation
RPAS
regulating 39
RPAS Manual 45
small 13, 66, 68
see also small UAS
subject to Chicago Convention 113
taxonomy of drone operations 56
traffic management 19

UAS categories 80, 149
A (open) 80–83
A1 (fly over people) 83
A2 (fly close to people) 83, 98
A3 (far from people) 83, 98–9
consumer information 109, 110
low risk 80–81
regulatory processes 81, 86, 89
upper limit 82
airspace, and 87–9
B (specific) 83–6
medium risk 83
not eligible for international civil
aviation operations 85
regulatory processes 83, 84, 85,
86, 89
C (certified) 86–7, 149–50
ICAO standards envisaged 87
non-international operations in
149–51
regulatory processes 86, 89
risk-based regulation 139
of operations not aircraft 83
UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) 39,
68
numbers of 199
as pilotless aircraft 40
UN Charter, Article 51 163
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (1948) 214
see also privacy
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle see UAV
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
Unmanned Aircraft see UA
(Unmanned Aircraft) 44
Unmanned Aircraft System see UAS
urban air mobility 151
US
Academy of Model Aeronautics
National Safety Code 71
Air Commerce Regulations 37–8
American Society for Testing and
Materials 129
CFR Title 14
para. 3.5(a) 111
Part 23 49
FAA Modernization and Reform
Act (2012) 72
Part 107 58–9
§ 333 58, 72
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Federal Aircraft Administration see FAA
Federal Aviation Regulation, Part 103 69
U-space 19, 142
utilisation
civil protection 23, 24–5
eddy warning systems 26
environment protection 23
coastal monitoring 25
fisheries monitoring 25–6

monitoring pollution/
deforestation 26
of large drones 28
security 23, 27

Visual Line-Of-Sight (VLOS) 50, 61, 68, 71, 128, 140, 198
Beyond-Visual Line-Of-Sight (B-VLOS) 60, 149, 198
Extended-Visual Line-Of-Sight (E-VLOS) 60, 95